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the navigation map is on display on this alfa 147 model. the system is managed by the navteq database. navigation options are controlled by the connect key on the console. the navigation
map is displayed on this alfa 147 model. the navigation map is on display on this alfa 147 model. a “roadmap” service is also available to drivers, in the form of a map marked with the next nine
exits and state borders. all the necessary information is available in a cross-reference table, and the map is dynamically updated as the car moves along the route.navigationconnect is the
european equivalent of the system known in the usa as “a-gps” (automatic gps). this system gives the driver a constantly updated navigation display as the vehicle drives along the route. when
available, the car will automatically provide voice instructions to the driver.if the driver does not have a mobile phone, the “navteq connect nit g1 europe 2010 2011 alfa” service can operate
even without a mobile phone. by pressing the connect button, drivers are guided to their destination, and their journey can be monitored by the driver and the contact centre operator in real
time.the system also includes a “follow-me” service which allows the driver to monitor and follow the route of other vehicles. this means that the vehicle will automatically return to the last stop
if the driver departs or is taken away from the car. the driver can also decide when to return to the last stop, even when on holiday.transportduring the journey, connect will show the best route
available, alerting the driver to traffic jams and incidents.looking out for othersconnect can be used to call emergency services, even if the mobile phone does not have a sim card. if a driver is
involved in an accident or needs to call the emergency services, the driver will be called to the nearest emergency centre. if the driver is injured or in difficulties, the system will automatically
call for help.connect and the emergency assistance servicethe connect system can also provide roadside assistance. just press the emergency button on the facia, or press the same button at
any time for assistance to be summoned. connect can also be used to call europ assistance or the police.when a car is involved in an accident, emergency services will be despatched as soon as
possible. the driver will be called to the nearest emergency centre. a number of priority services can also be stored on the sim card.the connect system can be operated not only by motorists,
but also by taxi drivers or airport shuttle bus drivers. the service can be downloaded or added to 10 different users, and up to 5 different databases can be downloaded or added to each user.
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the new connect system is based on a database of information such as road signs, villages, highway exits and traffic lights. this can be modified as new destinations and roads are added,
thereby producing a unique map for each customer. but the navigation expert is not limited to the existing network of roads, since the system can also plan routes in uncharted areas or even

one that has yet to be built.the system provides directions, but also keeps track of the time, distance and fuel consumption and can even warn the driver of approaching accidents. this is a real
extra resource, because it can find the ideal solution to the problem of finding a route to your destination, without you having to worry about the most direct route. when a recommended route
is displayed on the screen, the connect system automatically checks whether it meets the required time and distance parameters. if not, the driver is given the opportunity to make some small

modifications to the route in order to meet the time and distance requirements. there are several important safety features included: if a route is not safe, the system will suggest another -
safer - route, if there are no appropriate alternatives. there is also an option to have the driver telephone a special number when the destination is reached, so that a person can meet the

vehicle at a fixed point (preferably near to the road). this is a simple, but extremely useful, mechanism to help drivers in unfamiliar areas, where they are unable to recognise landmarks. the
connect system is available on alfa 147 models equipped with the gps navigator with integrated multimode display. at the moment, the system is available in italy, france, germany and spain,

but will soon be introduced throughout europe. 5ec8ef588b
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